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ABSTRACT

We present Templet: an online question answering (QA) system for Wikidata. Templet is based on the collaboratively-edited repository QAWiki, which collects questions in multiple natural languages along with their corresponding structured queries. Templet generates templates from question–query pairs on QAWiki by replacing key entities with identifiers. Using autocompletion, the user can type a question in natural language, select a template, and again using autocompletion, select the entities they wish to insert into the template’s placeholders, generating a concrete question, query and results. The main objectives of Templet are: (i) to enable users to answer potentially complex questions over Wikidata using natural language templates and autocompletion; (ii) to encourage users to collaboratively create new templates via QAWiki, which in turn can benefit not only Templet, but other QA systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Open knowledge graphs such as Wikidata [15] make a wealth of structured data available to the public. Users can search Wikidata for an entity of interest to see (or even edit) the data about it. The knowledge graph structure of Wikidata further enables structured queries that can draw answers not just from a single entity, but rather from the knowledge graph as a whole. The Wikidata Query Service [10] then supports evaluating structured queries in the SPARQL language [8]. The service includes motivating examples of queries, ranging from a query that lists cats, to a query that lists genes that predict a positive prognosis in colorectal cancer.

However, most Web users are not familiar with structured query languages like SPARQL, and will thus struggle to define original queries. Research on knowledge graph question answering (KGQA) systems aims to assist such users. KGQA systems receive questions in natural language and try to directly answer them over a knowledge graph. Recent approaches exploit advances in Deep Learning [4], with one such line of research using Neural Machine Translation (NMT) to translate the user’s question directly into a structured query over the knowledge graph (see, e.g., [6, 12, 16, 17]).

However, Deep Learning models typically require an extensive training corpus, which in the NMT case, implies the need for an extensive parallel corpus of question–query pairs. Unlike natural languages – where (human) translators have been manually translating between natural languages for millennia – a parallel corpus of natural language questions and their corresponding structured queries does not “naturally occur”. Addressing this gap, authors have generated large-scale corpora via numerous approaches, including the employment of human annotators to generate simple question–query pairs [2], to paraphrase questions [7], etc.; and the use of query templates to generate a large number of query instances by replacing placeholders in the template with specific entities [7, 9, 12]. The former approach has been limited to simple questions: generating more complex questions requires more expert users and more manual effort. The latter approach leads to corpora with a large number of potentially complex instances, but relatively uniform ones; when a user subsequently poses a question that does not correspond to one of the templates used to generate training examples, the QA system will tend to perform poorly [6].

In this context, we have created QAWiki1, a collaboratively-edited knowledge base of question–query pairs using Wikibase. QAWiki currently provides questions in both English and Spanish, SPARQL queries for Wikidata, annotations of mentions, paraphrased versions of questions, as well as specific relations between questions (generalises, specialises, disambiguates, etc.). QAWiki currently hosts 361 diverse question–query pairs, with annotated entity mentions. Though this may seem few, each such pair is handcrafted and can be generalised into a template in order to generate manifold instances; for comparison, DBNQA [9] contains 894 thousand question–query pairs generated from 215 templates. We aim to continue expanding QAWiki, with the help of the community.

To attract attention to QAWiki, and to encourage the community to contribute to it, we foresee the need for a complementary QA application layered on top of QAWiki. A key design philosophy for this application was to provide the community with full control and...
transparency over the questions and their corresponding queries (and thus the answers they return), allowing users to collaborate on curating question–query pairs on QAWiki. We see this design goal as playing into the strengths of using knowledge graphs for QA versus using, e.g., large language models that are difficult to curate and explain (though both approaches are indeed complementary).

In this context, we have designed and implemented Templet: a template-based QA system built over QAWiki. Question–query pairs are taken from QAWiki, and using the mentions that the latter provides, entities are replaced with placeholders. The user finds a question template via autocomplete, and upon selecting one, is presented with an interface to fill the template with entities of interest via autocomplete. The system supports English and Spanish. A user who does not find, or is unhappy with, a particular question or its answers can edit QAWiki or Wikidata accordingly.

2 RELATED WORKS

For reasons of space, we herein focus on template-based KGQA for complex questions. For a broader discussion of QA, please see the tutorial by Unger et al. [14] and the survey by Diefenbach et al. [5].

In the context of QA over RDF knowledge graphs, Unger et al. [13] propose to parse a question into a SPARQL template, whose entities and predicates are identified and filled in a subsequent step using statistical techniques. Park et al. [11] use similarity measures to try to map questions to a predefined list of abstract SPARQL query templates (e.g., an ASK frame for boolean questions, a COUNT aggregation for counting questions, etc.). Athreya et al. [1] also classify questions into pre-defined templates, but rather using recursive neural networks. A number of other QA systems try to parse the template from the question (see [5] for discussion), which is a challenging task, particularly with sparse training data.

Templet is more straightforward and transparent than such approaches. It includes no statistical nor learning techniques. Users choose a template and then choose what entities they wish to fill into the template’s placeholders via autocomplete. This approach depends on having a suitable template available in the QAWiki repository used; however, state-of-the-art QA techniques for knowledge graphs based, e.g., on NMT likewise often fail if the user poses a complex question not corresponding to a template seen in the training set [6]. If no corresponding template is found in the Templet system, users can choose to add it to QAWiki. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, Templet is the only QA-style system for Wikidata currently available online: https://templet.dcc.uchile.cl.

3 GENERATING TEMPLATES FROM QAWIKI

In Figure 1, we present an example of a simple question, and a more complex question from QAWiki. We include a subset of the meta-data provided by QAWiki that are relevant for the purposes of Templet, where for each question we have the English expression (Qen), the question in SPARQL (QSP), and the query in SPARQL (QSP). Mentions are annotated with one or more Wikidata entities (Q*) and properties (P*) independently of the query; for example, the first query does not use the entity Q8142 for “currency”, but rather uses the property P38 instead. As QAWiki uses the Wikibase software, these meta-data can be accessed as RDF, and a SPARQL query service is provided over QAWiki.

Templet constructs question and query templates from QAWiki’s specific instances. For example, from “What currency does Angola use?”, we construct a template of the form “What ___ does ___ use?”, further replacing wd:Q916 in the query with a placeholder. We do so by identifying entity ids of the form wd:Q* that appear in the subject or object position of a triple pattern in the query, replacing it with a placeholder that is associated with its corresponding mention in the text. For example, for the simple QAWiki question shown, we would identify the entity id: Q916, create a placeholder $1 for it, and associate the placeholder $1 with the mention “Angola”. The same process applies for both English and Spanish using the corresponding mentions. In the case of the second question, three placeholders would be generated, creating the template “Which ___ directed by ___ won the most ___?”, which could be instantiated, for example, with “Which __ministries directed by Cholodenko won the most Emmys?”. The specific entities to enter into each placeholder will be chosen by the user in the front-end using autocomplete.

We do not use placeholders for properties as this often (though not always) creates misleading text-based templates. Taking the question “What currency does Angola use?”, its template with entity and property placeholders is “What ___ does ___ use?”, which works for “What publisher does The New England Journal of Medicine use?”, but not for “What piece does smothered checkmate use?” (Wikidata does not have a “piece” property but rather states that smothered mate (Q983961) uses (P2283) knight (Q136)). Furthermore, sometimes property mentions in QAWiki are not continuous. For example, in the question “Where was tellurium discovered?”, the Wikidata property location of discovery (P189) is linked from the mention “Where * discovered” in QAWiki in order to distinguish it from the

\[Q_{en} \quad \text{"What currency does Angola use?"} \]

\[Q_{SP} \quad \select { ?sbj } \quad \text{WHERE} \quad \{ \text{wd:Q916 wdt:P38 ?obj} \} \]

\[Q_{SP} \quad \text{"Which movie directed by Kubrick won the most Oscars?"} \]

\[Q_{S} \quad \text{SELECT} \quad \{ \text{?sbj} \quad \text{WHERE} \quad \{ \text{wd:Q11424 P57 Q2001 P166 Q916Q2001 } \} \}

\[Q_{S} \quad \text{\"Qué película dirigida por Kubrick ganó más premios Oscar?\"} \]

\[Q_{sp} \quad \text{SELECT} \quad \{ \text{?sbj } \quad \text{WHERE} \quad \{ \text{wd:Q11424 P57 Q2001 P166 Q916Q2001 } \} \}

\[Q_{sp} \quad \text{\"¿Qué película dirigida por Kubrick ganó más premios Oscar?\"} \]

\[Q_{sp} \quad \text{\"¿Qué película dirigida por Kubrick ganó más premios Oscar?\"} \]

Figure 1: Meta-data for two QAWiki questions
related question “When was tellurium discovered?”, which invokes the property time of discovery or invention (P575); the use of * indicates a wildcard of one or more characters in a discontinuous mention. Other complications relate to the use of inverse, hyponym or hypernym properties in the query compared with the question, as well as the use of implicit properties, where the mention “horror film” implies the property genre (P136). Generalising properties is thus prone to more problematic cases than generalising entities.

4 TEMPLET FRONT-END

The front-end of Templet is designed around two main interactions.

In the first interaction, the user selects a question template via autocomplete; for example, if they type “what cu”, they will receive suggested templates including “What currency does Angola use?”. We include the original entities in their placeholders as examples; otherwise some templates become very difficult to understand, such as “Which ___ ___ are ___ in the same ___ ___? (for “Which Chilean companies have U.S. parent companies?”). Autocompletion normalises for capitalisation, accents, punctuation (important for omitting “¿” in Spanish), often-interchangeable interrogative pronouns (e.g., what ↔ which), and can also match words in the middle of a question template, as seen in Figure 2. To implement custom autocomplete in an efficient way, it is necessary to precompute and cache templates from QAWiki, which are refreshed each hour; the front-end also provides links to refresh an individual template from QAWiki in case changes are made. If a relevant template is not found, a prompt redirects the user to QAWiki so that they can optionally add their question for future users to benefit from.

Once the user selects a question template, the second interaction enables the user to choose entities via autocomplete for each placeholder. Assume, for example, that the user selects the bottom-most suggestion of Figure 2: “What species are in the same genus as the monkeypox virus?”. As per Figure 3, they can use autocomplete (called via the Wikidata API) to replace the grey entities with ones of their choosing. In the top-right corner of Figure 3, one can also see options to view or refresh the QAWiki question.

Assuming the user fills the template from Figure 3 with “What species are in the same family as the blue whale?” and clicks “Search”, the entity replacements will be filled into the SPARQL query template and evaluated on the Wikidata Query Service. The user will then be presented results as shown in Figure 4. For each result, a label with a link to Wikidata is presented, along with a description and image, where available. Results can also be a simple value (e.g., a count or boolean); or a table of results. In the top-right corner, the user can also view the query in the Wikidata Query Service.

Templet also supports contingent questions in QAWiki that check the assumptions of a question. For example, “When did Jimmy Carter die?” is contingent on a positive answer to “Is Jimmy Carter dead?”. Where available, these contingent questions are evaluated by Templet and flagged to the user if an unexpected answer is derived.

5 EVALUATION

We conducted a usability survey asking users to (a) solve in Templet “When did Amy Winehouse die?”, “Who played Hermione Granger in Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone” and “Which collections outside of Chile exhibit moai?”; (b) continue to use Templet for questions of their own choice; and thereafter (c) complete a Systems Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [3] responding to usability-related claims on a Likert scale from 1 (disagree) to 5 (agree). A Spanish version of the survey was shared in a forum of students and staff at the Department of Computer Science, University of Chile, where it received 31 responses. An English version was shared on the public Wikidata mailing list, receiving 6 responses. The SUS results for both surveys are listed in Table 1, where a SUS score of above 68 is considered “above average”. In this setting, the SUS score was 76.72 for the Spanish survey (n = 31), 59.58 for the English survey (n = 6), and 74.01 combining all respondents (n = 37).

The end of the survey included a comments section for qualitative remarks. A key point of feedback was that when searching for “When did Amy Winehouse die?” in the first interaction (see Figure 2), the system would rather suggest “When did Stan Lee die?”, with the idea that in the second interaction, the entity “Stan Lee”
6 CONCLUSIONS

We present Templet: a question answering (QA) system for Wikidata which is, to the best of our knowledge, the only QA-style system currently available online for Wikidata, and the only such system that allows users to edit the collection of questions supported. Aside from answering questions, we believe that Templet can help to encourage contributions to QAWiki, which in turn can be used to train and evaluate Deep Learning models for (KG)QA. Templet could also act as a repository of example queries for the Wikidata Query Service that can be further personalised with custom entities.

In future work, we will explore ways to auto-fill entities directly in the first interaction. We also aim to explore selectively using placeholders for properties. Another idea would be to only suggest (or prioritise suggestions of) entities that can generate answers in the context of the template and the other entities selected. It may also be of interest to support additional result types, such as graph or map visualisations, etc. Regarding precision/recall, while this depends on the quality of the template defined, it would be interesting to see in how many cases the final query corresponds to the user’s intent. Another idea would be to combine Templet with a large language model for questions not answerable as a query on Wikidata, such as procedural questions (e.g., “How to tie a tie?”), explanatory questions (e.g., “Why is the sky blue?”), etc.

Supplementary material. An online demo of Templet is available at https://templet.dcc.uchile.cl/. Source-code for Templet can be found at https://github.com/franps/qa-autocomplete.
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